Image 01 - Colin Ellison

Title: Tiger
Camera: Canon 80D
Lens: Tamron 18-400
ISO: 1250
Shutter Speed: 1/500
Aperture: f/6.3
I took this photograph whilst on safari (at Knowsley)
and I was particularly pleased with the result as it
was taken looking through chainmail fencing. The
day was rather overcast and I was particularly taken
by the way the tiger appeared to pose for me. It was
also taken from quite a distance away from the tiger.

Image 02 - Dave Greenwood

Title: Stoned
Camera: Canon 5d mk3
Lens: Canon EF 70-300 @ 143mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/640
Aperture: f/10
This is the stepping stones at Grassington, just
thought they would look nice in black n white, also
the minimalist look adds to my theory of part is
greater than the whole, as I could easily have
changed to a wider angle lens and got much more in
the frame but that would have been unnecessary and
would have added nothing to this image at all. I used
Quite a fast shutter speed as I wanted some life in
the water, and I as yet don't own a Lee big stopper
but watch this space ...........I am still getting my head
around the Canon 5d as its my first full frame DSLR
and its amazing. Grassington is a wonderful location
for many types of photography and thoroughly
deserves a visit.

Image 03 - Leo Turner

Title: Sunset with Geese
Camera: Withheld
Lens: Withheld
ISO: Withheld
Shutter speed: Withheld
Aperture: Withheld
This is a composition of 3 photos, all taken by me.
1.The Tree and the Silhouette Horizon, 2.the Sun and
Clouds and 3.the Geese in Flight. With me,
photography is about 'Art'. I like to use the camera to
capture images that I can combine to make a
Pleasant scene and here is what I've tried to achieve.
The tree is basically as taken, the sun through the
clouds are as taken with some extra saturation, and
the geese are as taken and flipped to change
direction. To capture the three together may never
happen, or you would have to be very lucky. I know
some members don't like this type of Photography,
but to me it's no different to blurring a background or
converting to monotone or saturating a picture. Why
would you have PS or Affinity otherwise?

Image 04 - Colin Hubbard

Title: Battersea Peace Pagoda
Camera: Canon EOS
600D
Lens: Canon EF-S 18200mm typically at 40mm
ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 1/100
Aperture: f/8
The Battersea Peace
Pagoda was constructed
by nuns, monks and other
followers of the Nipponzan
Myohoji sect and was
completed in 1985.These
are the four gilt-bronze
statues which represent
the most significant stages
of Buddha’s life. The sect
states that 'Civilisation is
not to kill human beings,
not to destroy things, nor
make war; civilisation is to
hold mutual affection and
to respect one another'.
Following the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, it pledged to
build pagodas as shrines
to peace. There are now
80 peace pagodas
worldwide. Whilst the
shrine itself is magnificent
I was particularly taken by
the sculptures which could
not be captured in a single
photograph. I’ve cut them
out and placed them on a
digitally created
background, adding a few
shadows to make them
stand out.

Image 05 - Andy Spencer

Title: King of Brockholes
Camera: Nikon Z6
Lens: Nikon 200mm-500mm
ISO: 180
Shutter Speed 1/500
Aperture: f/8
Me and the Chairman and his better half went to visit
Brockholes for the morning last week. We managed
to find Kevin pretty much as soon as we got there.
He was being fed Morrisons best mince by one of the
locals so we took the opportunity to get some shots
while he was close. As I said before he is used to
humans and you can get very close so not much
cropping is needed which helps maintain some detail
in the feathers. The cloudy sky is in the background
as I crouched down a bit to get a cleaner
background. It was a mixture of trees and sky when
stood up which I think took away from the main
interest (Kevin). For processing just the usual
workflow remove noise and sharpen in Topaz
DeNoise (no noise on this anyway for a change).
Then basic global adjustments in Lightroom and then
I used a brush to highlight Kevin and increase texture
and clarity which brings some more detail out in the
feathers.

Image 06 - Rick Cowley Title: Salamanca Cloisters
Camera: Canon 760D
Lens: Tamron 16-300mm zoom @
17mm
ISO: 100
Shutter Speed 1/100
Aperture: f/5.6
Taken on a New Year’s Eve afternoon
in Salamanca, Spain, with a strong
sun low in the sky. I was taken by the
strong shadow patterns as well as the
architecture of the first floor cloister
columns. More or less a straight shot
with just a bit of cropping and some
light/contrast twiddling.

Image 07 - Tom Moore Title: View Through the Spyhole
Camera: Pentax K-x
Lens: 18-55mm kit lens
@55mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/125
Aperture: f/11
St Peters in Rome but not as
you’ve seen it before. To get
this shot you need to get off
the local bus at the Coliseum,
cross the road (if you’re
feeling brave) and follow a 4metre-high bland boring wall
for a about a kilometre up a
hill to a steel door (same
height and colour as wall!) If
you look very carefully there
is, for no apparent reason, a
2cm hole punched in said
door about 6ft (in old money)
up. The tricky bit was lining
up the lens (larger than hole)
without being able to see the
view. It was a very hot hazy
day; St Peters was about a
kilometre away but I liked the
arch effect to the image in the
distance. Would I do it again
for a better shot—NO—I lost
about 2Kg due to the heat
and humidity. Enjoy!

Image 08 - David Broadhurst

Title: Daffodil in Garden (mask not required)
Camera: Olympus E-M1 Mk11
Lens: 40-150 mm f2.8 plus 1.4 converter @
85mm Eqv. 112-420 @ 248mm
ISO: 200
Shutter speed: 1/800
Aperture: f/4
Minimum lens distance 3’ Focus bracketing of 8
images processed in camera.
Tripod used on this occasion but not essential.
Still experimenting.

Image 09 - Stefan Pankow

Title: The Eyes!!!!
Camera: Nikon Z 6
Lens: NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/4 S at 56mm
ISO: Withheld
Shutter speed: Withheld
Aperture: Withheld
This image was taken at Sunnyhurst wood
Darwen, while out showing Chloe how to take
photos. While I was taking a shot of a little water
fall, Chloe shouted for me and pointed out the
reflection of the bridge, she said it looks like a
bow, I thought they looked like eyes. Edited it
with affinity photo, cropped image to just include
the bridge and reflection.

Image 10 - Ian Bramwell

Title: Vietnam War Memorial
Camera: Withheld
Lens: 24-105 zoom at 60mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/100
Aperture: f/8
This is one of those photographs that could be
easily dismissed as not having any understandable
meaning or interest. However, with some thought, it
could raise a few questions. Where was it taken?
Who is the person in the image? Why is he pointing
to a particular name out of the hundreds engraved?
Who is he talking to?
Here are some answers and explanations. I took
the photograph at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C., USA. As I was looking at the
black granite panels with the names of fallen service
men and women, I saw the man in the photograph
point to a name on the wall and heard him say to a
group of young children with him that he knew
something of this man and that he had given his life
and died a hero in Vietnam. Because of the man’s
lanyard and cap, I presume he was a Lions Clubs
volunteer who was escorting a group of school
children around the numerous war memorials in this
part of Washington. When I returned home to the UK, and was
looking through the photographs I had taken, I decided to see if I could
find any information about Steven G Merrill, the name on the Memorial
wall. I found some information and a photograph of him as a young
soldier aged about 20 and the date of him becoming a casualty which
was 15th May 1970 in the province Thua Thein. What was a
remarkable coincidence to me was that I had travelled from home
halfway around the world and had arrived at this spot on a particular
day just at the moment the man spoke to the children. I took the
photograph, and when I checked later back home, the date was 15th
May 2018 which was the anniversary of the death of Steven G Merrill.
I think the background story adds interest to what is a rather plain
photograph, and this could apply to many photographs. The image
was shot in Raw with minimal adjustments in Photoshop.

